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KET HC Group 3 Quarterly Meeting 
12/13/18    12:30-2:00    
Knox County Health Department 
Community Room 
 

Meeting Minutes 
 
Attendees: See attached sign-in sheet 

 
Welcome & 
Introductions 

Philip welcomed everyone and asked everyone to introduce themselves 
them introduced Connie Cronley. 

Philip Hipps 
TN Valley Eye Center 

Infection Control 
Updates 

Connie is the Nurse Epidemiologist at the Knox County Health 
Department. She takes all calls related to reportable diseases except for 
TB, STD’s and HIV. Those are also reported to the health department but 
to a different department. Connie then went over all the reportable 
diseases (see attached documents) and explained how reporting a disease 
is not punitive, but a way to get resources to the facility to help them 
control any potential outbreaks. She discussed signs of outbreaks, and 
how to respond to those outbreaks by reporting them to the health 
department. She said the health department is there to help identify the 
sources and type of outbreak and help control and stop the outbreak. She 
said the Environmental Services folks will come out to determine if it is a 
food borne outbreak, and measures to put in place to help stop the 
outbreak if it is food related. An outbreak is two or more unrelated cases 
of the same symptoms within a 48 hour period or 72 hours for a 
respiratory problem.  
Connie went over the role of the Association of Professional in Infection 
Control and Epidemiology. They have a monthly meeting at the Knox 
County Health Department. They provide infection control education and 
mentoring and professional development. She said the meeting is here in 
the Community room every first Tuesday at noon and most of the time 
lunch is provided. She welcomed everyone to the education portion of 
the meeting (noon) and encouraged everyone to call the health 
department anytime they have a question or concern.  
A question was asked if reporting was required. Connie said yes, and 
showed the chart which explains this.  
Someone noted that it was helpful to have the health department to 
assist them in closing the facility to visitors.  
See attached PowerPoint slides for more information. 
 

Connie Cronley 
Lead Epidemiology Nurse 
Knox County Health 
Department 
Connie.cronley@knoxcoun
ty.org 
86-215-5090 
 

Sharing/Network   

Coalition News 

• Wanda will let everyone know more about the Candida Auris tabletop 
exercise when the registration is available.  

• Wanda said several of our members presented at the National 
Conference in New Orleans including Rose who spoke about the new 
CMS/Coalition partnership. If anyone has any ideas for presentations 
and is willing to write an abstract to submit to a conference, let 
Wanda know.  

• Wanda told everyone about new CPR kits that you can “check out” to 
train your staff on CPR procedures. She also told them about the 
potential purchase of a fire extinguisher training system that the 
coalition plans to purchase which members will be able to check out.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Wanda 
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• Wanda said the State of TN is hiring someone to help CMS partners 
with their exercises and emergency plans. Also, if you have an idea for 
a grant that would help people regionally, let Wanda know.  

• Wanda said we will be having training on real-world events such as 
the Boston Marathon (Feb. 13th), the treating physician from Sandy 
Hook Elementary school who speaks on pediatric preparedness, and 
other speaks. All information will be sent by email and will be on the 
coalition calendar.  

 

Regulatory/ 
Compliance 
Updates 

 Patient Tracking 
• Phillip said they had moved into a new center, and the surveyor 

looked at the Emergency Operations plan and she asked what 
kind of a facility would they serve as during a disaster and how 
would they track the patients.  

• Phillip said they would be a triage facility, but they would not 
come in the middle of the night to serve as triage, but could do so 
if the event happened during the day.  

• One person said they would open their facility as a blood drive 
facility. They also said they could house supplies and hold them 
for hospitals.  

• Phillip said they might could serve as a small shelter but if those 
supplies were brought in we might could house people.  

• He said you can think creatively about how you might help given 
your staffing and your facility and what kinds of things you could 
do if supplies were provided.  

• Another idea would be to send the nurses to other locations to 
assist or you might be able to provide basic wound repair.  

• He said once you decide what types of service you can provide, 
you need to provide a way to track any patients you receive 
including procedures and forms you will use.  

• Angela said perhaps a list can be generated in Membership works 
where they can check the type of service they can provide, 
capabilities, assets, pediatric needs, childcare, animal care, 
donation reception center.  

• Angela will make a list and send it out, people can add to it. She 
will then add the list to Membership Works and ask people to 
check all the services they might be able to provide during a 
disaster.  

• Wanda will check and see if all CMS 17 members can use the state 
patient tracking system, and get back with the group.  

Regulatory/compliance update: 
• Phillip keeps a notebook with all their emergency plans. They 

added some additional plans based on the current HVA including 
a toxic fume plan based on their close proximity to the interstate.  

• Julie Sharp said HHHC looked at their emergency operations plan 
and they wanted to know if it was updated every year and they 
wanted to see in the binder what has been updated. So she added 
a sheet at the beginning of the binder that shows what has been 
changed and when it was changed. Others asked if she would 
share the sheet she uses and she emailed it to Angela Allred. See 
attached sheet she uses for this purpose.  

 
 
 All 
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• A suggestion from several people was every time you have an 
event such as a power outage or a fire alarm going off 
accidentally, you can write that up as an exercise.  

Exercise/Plan 
Updates 

Plan Updates 
 

• The question was asked does everyone have to do their own HVA 
in addition to the regional one. She said hers was very difficult, 
and she does not understand the verbiage at the top of the sheet.  

• Wanda said they came out and talk about the new HVA – it 
should be a lot easier to use.  

 
2018 Full Scale Exercise Open Discussion 

• Julie Sharp said that their made a packet for each of their three 
centers that contained the items below in case an infected 
patient come into their location.  

o Laminated sign “Isolation” “Do not enter” ---to hang on 
the door where we would keep the infected patient 

o Face mask 
o Goggles 
o Face shield 
o Gown 
o Gloves 
o Shoe covers 

• Wanda asked others if they would be interested in receiving a kit with 
the signage and PPE.  

• Wanda said everyone did a great job. We had 177 calls to the SIM cell 
and 77 calls to the forensic center. Wanda said a lot of you were 
insistent that you wanted EMS, but the call takers had been told not 
to agree to EMS transportation. People asked for assistance with 
paperwork, clergy and other great things. Wanda said you have the 
forms you need to show surveyors, but the full report will come out 
soon. As a result of this exercise, the coalition has ordered two 
Mintee units for each hospital plus ones that are transportable to 
facilities who need them. They turn a room into a negative pressure 
room. The students did a great job. One student was so into the 
exercise, one had to be handcuffed, and then ran away when given 
the opportunity.  

• Wanda said if you have any supplies that you needed or equipment 
that you don’t have that the coalition might could order so please let 
her know.  

All 

Future Meetings 

• Everyone liked the idea Wanda had about bringing someone to the 
meeting to talk about the new HVA 

• Succession planning  
• Philip discussed an annual report the ambulatory services centers 

have to submit every year and they decided this should be put on the 
agenda for next meeting 

All 

Next Meeting Thursday, March 14th at 12:30 PM  
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Infection Control
December 13, 2018
Connie Cronley, BSN, RN, CIC

Let’s talk about….

• Contacts

• Reportable Diseases

• Outbreak Response

• APIC/Infection Control
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Contacts

• Knox County Health Department
• Connie Cronley Reportable Diseases and Investigations
• 865-215-5093/215-5090
• Fax 865-582-4604

• East Tennessee Regional Health Office
• Joy Garrett, CEDS Director
• 865-549-5290
• Fax 865-594-5833

Reportable Diseases

• googlehttps://www.tn.gov/content/dam/tn/health/documents/rep
ortable-diseases/2019_List_For_Healthcare_Providers.pdf
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Outbreak Definition

• More cases of an illness within a specified time and place 
• Ex. 2 or more cases of influenza within a healthcare facility within 72 hours 

of each other.

• Two unrelated parties complaining of foodborne illness exposed to the 
same foods, restaurant or event with similar symptoms within a defined 
period of time.
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Public Health Response

• Provide resources to help manage the outbreak

• Facilitate laboratory testing in certain situations

• Consultation 

APIC/ Infection Control

• Association of Professionals in Infection Control and Epidemiology
• Monthly meeting at KCHD includes education in Infection Control, Peer 

mentoring, and professional development.
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Questions?

• Thank you! 

• For assistance, clarifications or additional information etc.

• Connie Cronley

• Connie.cronley@knoxcounty.org

• 865-215-5090

This has been a presentation of 
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